STUDI105-GBL (2)
____________________

All-in-one 105cm white mini kitchen with rolling shutter right
sink
STUDIED TO BE ESSENTIAL...Studied to significantly ease your daily life, our kitchen is optimised for a maximal and
fonctional equipment.... AND PRODUCED WITH QUALITY AND AESTHETICISM. Designed for usage, it is made with
quality materials such as strengthened borders, a structured melamine surface, stainless lining, 18mm pans and a
40mm thick working plan.

Technical specifications ...
EAN code: 5420046411892
Look: White ceruse
Color: White
Wood type: Chipboard

Student rooms, offices, furnished holiday spaces... Your
space is limited. Settle your solid and elegant kitchen in less
than 1m².You will say goodbye to cold meals and to the
sandwich you used to eat above your desk ! You will finally
be able to cook. The hood get rid of food odours and the
fridge is hidden. A paper ? A yoghurt cup ? The trash is there
; everything is clear ! Moreover, the sink is a useful watering
place in an office.You don't have enough time to wash your
dish ? Fair enough : you only have to ring down the roller
shutter... Discretion assured !Even if you live in a rented
place with other people, having some independance is
always nice ! Having a personal fridge, store your food,
being able to cook or heat your mother's meal... All of that in
a kitchen as big as a filling cabinet. It's amazing!

Our compact kitchen: a great asset for
you.

Surface type: Melamine
Panel thickness: 18mm
Table top thickness: 37mm
Plank thickness: 2mm
Sink type: Stainless steel sink diameter 49cm depth 17cm
Tap type: Chrome mixer tap
Number of electrical plug: 1
Accessory: Drainer for plates and glasses
Bar with cutlery tray and hooks for pans
Under sink Waste bin
Under sink aluminum protection
Details: Crédence en inox
Include: Stainless steel credenza
Include: 2 electric cooking plates
Refrigerator table top with freezer 4 *
3-speed hood with recycling
Micro waves cabinet: 1
control type: Touch control
Brand: Brandy Best
product dimensions (HxLxD) in cm: 204x105x65
Net weight (kg): 170kg
Gross dimensions (HxLxD) in cm: 120x120x200
Brutto weight (kg): 180kg
made in: UE

Cooking, suction, cold and freezing... Everything has been
thought to gather the essential functions. Cooking... A special
microwave recess. A 60cm hood with a recycling system. A
hob with two fireplace, electric, ... or .... Cold... A 55cm table
top fridge with a small 4* integrated freezer. Convenience... A
trash. An outlet.
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